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IndivisiText Setup Process  
 

-- Read Sections 1 and 2 
-- Setup an Indivisible Slack account at  http://indivisitext.slack.com     
-- Take the Indivisible Quiz at   https://indivisible.org/indivisitext-team-quiz   
-- Read Section 3 
-- Post a message in Slack #welcme that you’ve done the quiz and request TextOut link  
-- Set up a TextOut Account at  https://www.textout.app/Account/InviteJoin    
-- Read Section 4 and check the online IndivisiText Schedule  

at https://indivisible.org/indivisible-texting-schedule  
-- Read Section 5 and Section 6 
-- Log in to TextOut, select an Indivisible texting campaign and request a batch of texts  
-- The 1st time, post a message in Slack #welcome that you’ve requested your first texts  
-- Send out the texts and reply to responses from the pre-packaged response list.  

  
  
  
  
  



Welcome to the IndivisiText Team! 
 
We’re so glad you’re here!  
 
You’re joining a fast-growing, diverse team that’s urban, suburban, and rural, in every time zone 
across the country, including folks ranging from middle schoolers to retirees. And every single 
one of us is excited about reaching out to voters to build support for progressive politics. 
 
Six in ten Americans send and receive text messages. That means we can use text messages 
to reach people we might not be able to connect with otherwise, in a format we already know 
they’re comfortable using. It’s a satisfying, effective way to find out what voters care about, 
answer their questions about candidates and causes, and find the most likely and enthusiastic 
supporters! 
 
➔ Text banking is easy – you use a web-based texting platform on your laptop or desktop 

computer to send pre-loaded scripts that have been written for you so you don’t have to 
guess at what to say. 
 

➔ Text banking is private – the texting platform uses phone numbers in the areas we’re 
texting into, with no connection at all to your own phone number. 
 

➔ Text banking is fast – you can reach out to hundreds of voters in minutes and have 
dozens of meaningful conversations an hour.  
 

➔ Text banking is fun – while you’re texting, the chat software we use lets you get your 
questions answered by volunteer moderators, get progress reports from Indivisible staff, 
and talk to other volunteer texters. 

 
And most of all, text banking really works! TextOut, the company that provides our texting 
technology, has research showing that it can increase candidate name recognition by up to 
20% and boost voter support by as much as 9.5%. That’s the kind of thing that wins 
elections! 
 
Even if you’ve never done anything like this before, we’ve got you covered. You can refer to this 
guide at any time, we’ve created plenty of other reference materials for you, and we’ve got 
volunteer moderators available in our chat software whenever we’re actively texting so you can 
ask them for help in real time.  
 
Please plan to spend about 30 minutes going through this entire guide and getting set up with 
the tools we use before you can request your first batch of texts. We give you a lot to digest at 
first because we want to be sure you have everything you need to have a great experience. 
Don’t worry – we’ll be here to help you every step of the way! 
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And most of all, text banking really works!
 TextOut, the company that provides our texting
technology, has research showing that it can increase candidate name recognition by up to
20% and boost voter support by as much as 9.5%.

That’s the kind of thing that wins
elections!
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Step 4. Pick a texting program and prepare to text 
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Step 6. After you text 

Does text banking really make a difference? 
 

 
 

Two things to do before you get started 
 
Please use a desktop or laptop computer. Several key features of our texting platform do not 
work on tablets and smartphones. 
 
Please make sure your Internet connection is working. No connectivity = no texting! 
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Several key features of our texting platform do not
work on tablets and smartphones.



Some words you need to understand 
 

● application, platform - something you use on your computer or via your web browser 

● texting platform - a web-based application used to load up and send texts to voters 

● campaign - an organization run by/for a candidate running for office 

● program - a bunch of texts sent for a specific purpose or to support a specific candidate 

● batch - a group of texts in a program that are assigned to a specific texter (that means 

you!)  

 

Your Training Companion: Review the text banking Presentation 
 
CLICK HERE and review our training slides. Take your time! The presentation contains 
information you must know to get started. When you’re done, keep it open for reference 
and come back here to finish reading. 
 
 

Introducing your texting toolkit: Slack and TextOut 
 
Slack is the chat application we use to communicate inside the community of volunteers you’re 
now joining – the IndivisiText Team. You’ll use Slack to ask the volunteer moderators questions, 
find out who we’re texting for and what’s coming up next, get texting tips and feedback, learn to 
handle sticky situations, etc. 
 
TextOut is the texting platform we use to communicate with voters. This is where you send and 
receive texts with a pre-loaded list of voters. If you’ve used other texting platforms like Spoke, 
Hustle, or ThruText, we think you’ll really appreciate how much more TextOut can do!  
 
Slack and TextOut work together to give you everything you need to engage successfully with 
voters. You need to keep both of them open at all times when you’re actively texting with us. 
 
We know you’re eager to get to the actual texting, but please don’t rush through the next steps 
in the process! Taking your time to learn how to use our tools effectively will make you so much 
better at informing and persuading voters – and you’ll have a lot fewer questions, too.  
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TextOut is the texting platform we use to communicate with voters. This is where you send and
receive texts with a pre-loaded list of voters. If you’ve used other texting platforms like Spoke,
Hustle, or ThruText, we think you’ll really appreciate how much more TextOut can do!



User Requirements: 
 

By participating in our program, you agree to: 
● Follow our Opt Out Guide and ensure that voters who ask to be opted out are promptly 

marked and removed accordingly. 
● Use the provided scripts (Recommended Replies). 
● Follow guidance and feedback from moderators. 
● Avoid any activity or messaging that could be considered fraud, harassment, or abuse. 
● Respect the privacy of users by not sharing personal or sensitive information, 

including screenshots and recordings, outside of the IndivisiText Team Slack.  
 

A volunteer who violates these guidelines risks being removed from the program entirely.  
 

 
 

Step 1. Join the IndivisiText Team Slack 
 
If you’ve already joined the IndivisiText Team Slack workspace, you received a message when 
you first arrived that directed you to read this guide as the first step in your onboarding. If you 
were given a direct link to this guide and haven’t joined the IndivisiText Team Slack workspace 
yet, please do that now.  
 
You can access Slack through your web browser, or you can download the Slack desktop 
application if you prefer. It works the same either way. If you’re not familiar with Slack, you’ll 
definitely want to spend some time with this demo to understand things like how to find a 
message directed to you, how to make a post, how to find replies to your post, how to share a 
screen shot, etc.  
 
Please use your first and last name when you create your account for the IndivisiText 
Team Slack and as your Slack “Display Name.” Voters cannot see you in Slack. Slack is just 
for us IndivisiTexters. When you request texts or ask questions, the moderators need to be able 
to tell you apart from the hundreds of other people texting with us who might have a similar 
name, so they need to be able to see your full name.  
 
When you first join our Slack, you’ll arrive in our #welcome channel, where you’ll see an 
automated message from Greetbot directed to your Slack display name, which begins with an 
@ sign. This message will tell you your next steps to get onboarded. (Hint: if you’re reading this 
guide, you’ve probably already made it this far – go, you!) You must follow Greetbot’s 
instructions to get to the next stage! 
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@ sign. This message will tell you your next steps to get onboarded. (Hint: if you’re reading this
guide, you’ve probably already made it this far – go, you!) You must follow Greetbot’s
instructions to get to the next stage!
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By participating in our program, you agree to:
● Follow our Opt Out Guide and ensure that voters who ask to be opted out are promptly
marked and removed accordingly.
● Use the provided scripts (Recommended Replies).
● Follow guidance and feedback from moderators.
● Avoid any activity or messaging that could be considered fraud, harassment, or abuse.
● Respect the privacy of users by not sharing personal or sensitive information,
including screenshots and recordings, outside of the IndivisiText Team Slack.
A volunteer who violates these guidelines risks being removed from the program entirely.



The first step is to read this guide. The second step is to take the quiz linked to the end of this 
guide, which presents some situations you might encounter while texting and asks you how you 
would respond to them. You do not have to pass the quiz with a perfect score to be allowed to 
text, but you do have to complete it and review your answers. After you’ve taken it, please go 
back to the #welcome channel in our Slack and post a message saying that you’ve read this 
guide and taken the quiz. You must do this or we won’t know that you’re ready to move on 
to the next step.  
 
Once you post your message, a real human being will reply! Please be patient – if it’s before 
9am Eastern or after 9pm Pacific (“quiet hours”), there won’t be anyone on duty, and at other 
times we might be busy. A moderator will greet you as soon as possible and add you to our 
private texting channels, which will appear in the left column of Slack. Go into either one of 
those private channels and look for a message to you about how to create your TextOut 
account and learn to use it. 
 
 

Step 2. Create your TextOut account 
 
The first time you go into a private texting channel, you’ll see another automated message to 
you from Greetbot. Again, you must follow Greetbot’s instructions to continue!  
 
This message will include a link to create your TextOut account or join our TextOut workspace if 
you already have one through another organization. Each Slack texting channel has a different 
link to join TextOut. You must log in through the link provided to you in each Slack texting 
channel to be able to participate in the texting programs taking place in that channel. 
 
When you follow the link to TextOut, you’ll have a choice between two buttons: “I have used 
TextOut before” and “I am new to TextOut.”  
 

● If you’ve never used TextOut before, choose the “I am new to TextOut” button and 
create an account. When you put in your email address and create a password, please 
make sure you use the same email address you used to sign up for the IndivisiText 
Team Slack so we can find you. 

 
● If you’ve used TextOut with another organization, even though you’ve never texted 

with Indivisible before, or if you’ve already logged in to TextOut in one of our two texting 
channels but not the other, please choose the “I have used TextOut before” button and 
log in with the address and password of your existing TextOut account.  

 
The next page will ask you for the name you’ll be using to text with us. Put your first name in the 
field that says “Name” and your last name in the field that says “Last Name.” 
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● If you’ve never used TextOut before, choose the “I am new to TextOut” button and
create an account. When you put in your email address and create a password, please
make sure you use the same email address you used to sign up for the IndivisiText
Team Slack so we can find you.



 
 

A note on privacy: 
 

TextOut only shows your first name to voters. You can use any name you like in TextOut, as 
long as you also make sure your display name in Slack matches so we know who you are. 
For example, if you’re Persephone James and you want to text as “Percy,” please make sure 
you appear in Slack as Persephone (Percy) James so we know that Persephone in Slack is 
the same person as Percy in TextOut. 
 
Voters do not see your last name in TextOut, but we need it behind the scenes to find you 
and give you texts to send. So when you put your last name in the field that says “Last 
Name,” please make sure it matches the last name you’re using in the IndivisiText Slack.  
 

 
 

Step 3. Learn to use TextOut  
 
The first time you log in to TextOut, it will give you a guided demo and tutorial. If this is your first 
time using TextOut, please take about 10 minutes to go through it. Don’t skip any of it – TextOut 
is complicated because it’s powerful. As you become more familiar with it, you’ll also get more 
effective as a texter – and have a better experience, too!  
 
You can review the tutorial again at any time in the future: if you click on your profile in the 
upper right corner of the TextOut screen, you’ll see a menu option that says "show hints." 
Choose that to relaunch the guided tour. 
 
 

Step 4. Pick a texting program and prepare to text 
 
Our texting schedule at https://indivisible.org/indivisible-texting-schedule may show multiple 
texting programs on one day, but you need to know which one is open at the moment you’re 
available to text. Go into one of the private texting channels in Slack and look at the top of the 
Slack window next to the name of the channel. You’ll see the words LOOK HERE. If you hover 
your cursor over (do not click on!) those words, a box will pop up to show you what we’re 
currently working on. If it says “replies only” or “coming soon,” nothing is currently open in that 
channel, so check the other one.  
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The first time you log in to TextOut, it will give you a guided demo and tutorial. If this is your first
time using TextOut, please take about 10 minutes to go through it. Don’t skip any of it – TextOut
s complicated because it’s powerful. As you become more familiar with it, you’ll also get more
effective as a texter – and have a better experience, too!



Here are the two texting channels in Slack that we use to manage texting each day: 
1. #endorsement-texting is used for programs that support our endorsed candidates. 

These candidates all received the endorsement of their local Indivisible group, and were 
voted on by our network to back them with Indivisible National’s endorsement. We’re 
thrilled to be able to support these IndivisiCandidates with text banking. 

 
2. #statewide-texting is for text banking programs that aren’t our endorsed candidate work 

-- including Payback Project, voter education, vote by mail, and statewide accountability 
programs for our target states. These programs and workflows are different from what 
we do for our endorsed candidate programs, so we keep them in their own channel to 
make it easier for texters and for moderators.  

 
Once you know which texting channel has an open texting program, here’s how to join the open 
program: 
 

● Go into TextOut and look for that program. It should have a little green tag next to it that 
says “Open.” (see slide 12). Click on it and you’ll enter the program page. 
  

● Review the READ ME and workflow for that program in the right column of TextOut. 
(You can access it again at any time from within the texting program by clicking on the 
blue “i” information icon at the upper right of the TextOut screen.) 

 
● Click the “Start Texting” button to get to your inbox and look for the Recommended 

Replies for the program in the right column of TextOut. Skim through them so you have 
an idea of all the options available to you, and practice using the search/filter bar to 
search the Recommended Replies by keyword. 

 
● Review our Opt Out Guide. 

 
 
Whenever you’re texting, you should have all of these open in their own tabs in your web 
browser so you can easily switch between them to find the information you need: 

★ A tab with this guide 
★ A tab with the Opt Out Guide 
★ A tab with TextOut  
★ A tab (or the desktop Slack app) with the IndivisiText Slack, open to the current 

texting channel 
 
We know this is a lot of information to take in, but you’ll be amazed at how quickly it starts 
making sense once you put it into action! If you aren’t sure what to do at any particular time, 
don’t guess. Remember, you can refer to this guide at any time. You can click on the blue i in 
the upper right of TextOut to pull up the READ ME information and workflow for the program 
you’re texting in. And if the answer isn’t there, moderators are on duty in the texting channels to 
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Whenever you’re texting, you should have all of these open in their own tabs in your web
browser so you can easily switch between them to find the information you need:
★ A tab with this guide
★ A tab with the Opt Out Guide
★ A tab with TextOut
★ A tab (or the desktop Slack app) with the IndivisiText Slack, open to the current
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1. #endorsement-texting is used for programs that support our endorsed candidates.
These candidates all received the endorsement of their local Indivisible group, and were
voted on by our network to back them with Indivisible National’s endorsement. We’re
thrilled to be able to support these IndivisiCandidates with text banking.
2. #statewide-texting is for text banking programs that aren’t our endorsed candidate work
-- including Payback Project, voter education, vote by mail, and statewide accountability
programs for our target states. These programs and workflows are different from what
we do for our endorsed candidate programs, so we keep them in their own channel to
make it easier for texters and for moderators.



handle all your questions – that’s what they’re there for, and they’re excited to help you do your 
best job of engaging voters. 
 

Step 5. Start texting! 
 
You’ve reached the moment you’ve been waiting for: sending texts!  
If it’s your very first time texting with us, wait until we have opened a texting program and we are 
"live,” then go into the texting channel in Slack and ask for permission to request your first batch 
of outbound texts. That lets us know you’re new so we can bump you to the head of the line.  
 
After a moderator tells you to go ahead, go back to your inbox in TextOut and hit the big green 
“Request Texts” button to place your request. There’s a real human being behind the scenes 
reviewing requests, and we’ll fill yours as fast as we can. Once you see your texts appear in 
your TextOut inbox, you’re free to start sending them. 
 
Keep Slack open whenever you’re actively texting. 
This is not optional! The texting channel isn’t just where you ask IndivisiText moderators your 
questions. It’s also where we announce that new texts are available, share tips to level up your 
texting game, go over your feedback, applaud good work, and laugh about trolls. We need you 
to keep an eye on your Slack notifications so we can reach you – if we can’t reach you, we can’t 
assign you texts.  
 
 

Setting Up Slack Notifications: 
 

If it’s busy and you find Slack distracting, you can quiet things down by limiting your 
notifications to messages specifically directed to you and messages alerting the entire 

channel. At the top of the left-hand column in Slack, click where it says IndivisiText Team, 
click on Preferences, and in the Preferences menu that pops up, click on Notifications. Where 
it says “Notify me about…” choose the button for “Direct messages, mentions & keywords,” 
and in the section below that, select the checkbox for “Notify me about replies to threads I'm 

following.” Click here to learn more about different Slack notifications. 

 

How to know someone is answering your question 
When you post a question on Slack, watch for a star emoji to appear underneath it. That means 
a moderator has seen it and will respond to you as soon as possible. When they do, they’ll 
create their answer by creating a reply thread under your post. Please keep an eye out for the 
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How to know someone is answering your question
When you post a question on Slack, watch for a star emoji to appear underneath it. That means
a moderator has seen it and will respond to you as soon as possible. When they do, they’ll
create their answer by creating a reply thread under your post. Please keep an eye out for the



reply – the moderator might have more questions for you, which you’ll need to answer in the 
reply thread before you get a final answer. 
 
When the conversation is over and the moderator feels your question has been completely 
handled, you’ll see a check mark emoji appear next to the star. When you have a new question, 
make sure we see it by starting a new post instead of adding to an old thread. 
 
Please be aware that there are many more texters than moderators and that the Slack isn’t 
monitored 24/7. If it’s busy, we’ll get to your question as soon as we can. If it’s before or after 
texting hours or a day when we aren’t actively texting, no one might be around to answer your 
question right away, so check the texting schedule to know when we’ll have someone on duty 
next and we promise we’ll get back to you then! 

How to request texts 
After your first batch of texts, all you need to do to request a batch is click the green “request 
texts” button in your TextOut inbox. You won’t get them instantly, so please be patient! We 
review your conversations manually behind the scenes and offer you feedback on making them 
more effective, so it may take a few minutes. As your texting skills improve, though, we’ll 
promote you to getting progressively larger batches, and once we’re confident you can do your 
own quality control, you’ll become a “self-assigner” whose text requests don’t need to be 
reviewed before being filled. 
 

How to handle your texts  
Your initial outbound texts will show up in TextOut pre-loaded with the voter’s name, your first 
name, and the initial outbound message. You must click the send button to send each individual 
text. (In other words, if your batch has 100 initial outbound texts, you will click the send button 
100 times. It’s a legal thing.) Please send all of your initial outbounds at once before you start 
checking your replies.  
 

How to handle replies 
Don’t rush! Our motto at IndivisiText Team is “Quality over quantity.” Your goal isn’t to answer 
the voter as quickly as possible. It’s to be sure you’re handling the conversation correctly, 
engaging the voter, capturing the right data about the voter, and ideally, sharing whatever 
information the voter needs to take the action we want them to take.  
 
We have a lot of Recommended Replies, so take your time picking the one that’s most 
appropriate. If you need to, tweak it slightly in the text box to make the conversation flow better. 
Double-check to make sure the data tag(s) it applies matches the conversation you’re having. 
And then, and only then, send it.  
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After your first batch of texts, all you need to do to request a batch is click the green “request
texts” button in your TextOut inbox. You won’t get them instantly, so please be patient! We
review your conversations manually behind the scenes and offer you feedback on making them
more effective, so it may take a few minutes. As your texting skills improve, though, we’ll
promote you to getting progressively larger batches, and once we’re confident you can do your
own quality control, you’ll become a “self-assigner” whose text requests don’t need to be
reviewed before being filled.
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Your initial outbound texts will show up in TextOut pre-loaded with the voter’s name, your first
name, and the initial outbound message. You must click the send button to send each individual
text. (In other words, if your batch has 100 initial outbound texts, you will click the send button
100 times. It’s a legal thing.) Please send all of your initial outbounds at once before you start
checking your replies.
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of Recommended Replies, so take your time picking the one that’s most
appropriate. If you need to, tweak it slightly in the text box to make the conversation flow better.
Double-check to make sure the data tag(s) it applies matches the conversation you’re having.
And then, and only then, send it.
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reply – the moderator might have more questions for you, which you’ll need to answer in the
reply thread before you get a final answer.



 
If you receive a response in a language you don’t speak, please don’t try to muddle through the 
conversation with help from Google Translate. Instead, reassign it so we can give it to a texter 
who does speak the language. You do this by going up to the top of the conversation panel, 
clicking on the “Reassign” button, and choosing the “language barrier” option.  
 

How to capture data the voter provides 
At the bottom of the Recommended Replies panel, you’ll see a blue button labeled “Edit 
Conversation Data Items.” When we ask for a voter’s email address, this is where to capture it. 
Just copy and paste the email address into the correct field. This is also where to record other 
information we ask for in the workflow, like the names of friends for “vote tripling” programs. 
Here’s how: 
 

 
 
In addition, we use this panel to add and/or correct any other information the voter provides. If 
you get a correction or new information from the right person, record it in the appropriate field 
for “Person.” If you get data from a wrong number, record it in the appropriate field for 
“PhoneNumber.” We want to capture as much of this information as the voter cares to provide 
voluntarily. However, please do not ask the voter for any personal information other than what 
the workflow specifically requests.  
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At the bottom of the Recommended Replies panel, you’ll see a blue button labeled “Edit
Conversation Data Items.” When we ask for a voter’s email address, this is where to capture it.
Just copy and paste the email address into the correct field. This is also where to record other
information we ask for in the workflow, like the names of friends for “vote tripling” programs.
Here’s how:



How to give voters information about multiple issues without drowning them 
in it 
When we’re texting in support of candidates and asking voters what issues matter to them, they 
often mention multiple issues in a single message, like this: “I care about campaign finance 
reform, I’m worried about affording health care, and I’m angry about police brutality.” We need 
to share relevant Recommended Replies for those issues, both to capture the data about what 
the voter cares about and to address the voter’s concerns – but we don’t want to overwhelm 
them by dumping huge chunks of information on them! Here’s how:  

 
● Start with the Recommended Reply for the first concern they bring up. Edit it 

slightly to begin with something like, "I can't tackle all of those in one message, so let me 
handle those one at a time, starting with X." Then send the Recommended Reply for that 
concern. 

● Then choose the Recommended Reply for the next concern, but edit the start of it 
to say something like, "Then, about Y,..."  

● And then send the Recommended Reply for the next issue, with the start of it 
edited to say, "And finally, about Z,..."  

● Once you’ve sent Recommended Replies for all 3 issues, send an open-ended 
question that moves the conversation along, something like “Does [candidate] sound 
like a candidate you can support?” or "What do you think about all of that? I know it's a 
lot, so let me know if there's one issue in particular you want to focus on."  

● If they bring up more than 2 or 3 issues, address the first 2 or 3 and ask them what they 
think, then move on to the next 2 or 3 and then ask again what they think, and so on. 

 
 

Issues with TextOut? 
 
If you have a question about how to use TextOut, please click the yellow “Support” button in 
the top right of the TextOut screen and type your question in the dropdown menu to bring up a 
list of FAQs.  

If you have a problem with TextOut (frozen, texts not sending, etc.), refresh the page in your 
browser. If that doesn’t work, log out of TextOut, quit and relaunch your browser, and then log 
back in. If that still doesn’t work, check in the texting channel to see if other people are having a 
similar problem. If so, follow the moderator’s instructions. Otherwise, ask the moderator what to 
do. We may have to file a trouble ticket with TextOut, and if we do, we’ll get back to you as soon 
as they get back to us. 

11 
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When we’re texting in support of candidates and asking voters what issues matter to them, they
often mention multiple issues in a single message, like this: “I care about campaign finance
reform, I’m worried about affording health care, and I’m angry about police brutality.” We need
to share relevant Recommended Replies for those issues, both to capture the data about what
the voter cares about and to address the voter’s concerns – but we don’t want to overwhelm
them by dumping huge chunks of information on them! Here’s how:



 

Step 6. After you text 
 
You own your texts. We expect you to handle all your replies, even if they arrive hours, days, 
or even weeks later. That means that you’ll need to come back to TextOut regularly to handle 
any replies you have waiting. If you leave replies sitting in your inbox for 48 hours, we will 
automatically reassign them to other texters. However, if you already know you won’t be able to 
get back to your replies within that time (for example, you’re going out of town for a week 
starting tomorrow), please let a moderator know in the texting channel so we can reassign them 
manually right away.  
 
You don’t have to let us know you’re done for the day – just quit your browser and you’ll be 
automatically logged out of TextOut and Slack. When you’re ready to text some more, come 
back to the IndivisiTexting Slack and look for any messages to you from your last session, and 
then log back into TextOut and handle your replies before requesting a new batch.  
 
 

As part of our program, you are expected to uphold both the user requirements defined in the 
training, and our community agreements. If a volunteer is found in violation of any of these 

protocols, they risk being removed from the program entirely. 

 
 
 

Does text banking really make a difference? 
 
It absolutely does! Check out these examples: 
 

● Andy Beshear’s 2019 campaign for Governor of Kentucky used a “vote tripler” texting 
program that identified his supporters and boosted turnout by asking them to encourage 
three friends or family members to join them at the polls. It worked: turnout was highest 
in the areas with the largest number of “vote triplers,” and Beshear, a Democrat, won the 
election by just over 5,000 votes in a state that voted overwhelmingly Republican in 
2016. 

  
● In a 2018 program focused on replacing Republican state Attorneys General with 

Democrats and keeping existing Democratic AGs in office, text banking increased 
candidate name recognition by up to 20% and boosted voter support by up to 9.5%. 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eECAFOn3YmZ1DIaU_DF2UarPoKKhANak9T3-uUNnCAE/edit?usp=sharing
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You own your texts.

We expect you to handle all your replies, even if they arrive hours, days,
or even weeks later. That means that you’ll need to come back to TextOut regularly to handle
any replies you have waiting. If you leave replies sitting in your inbox for 48 hours, we will
automatically reassign them to other texters. However, if you already know you won’t be able to
get back to your replies within that time (for example, you’re going out of town for a week
starting tomorrow), please let a moderator know in the texting channel so we can reassign them
manually right away.



● Katie Porter’s 2018 campaign for California’s 45th Congressional District used listening, 
persuasion, and mobilization texting programs to reach more than 100,000 voters. 
Porter’s historic 3.4-point win flipped the district blue for the first time since the 1930s 
and helped Democrats regain control of the House. 

 
You can read even more of these examples at https://www.textout.io/case-studies. 
 

Take the quiz! 
 

 
Remember that quiz we mentioned earlier? It’s time to take it:  

 
https://indivisible.org/indivisitext-team-quiz 

 
When you complete the quiz, please go back to our Slack, go into the welcome channel (where 
you got the welcome message directing you to this guide), and tell us that you’ve read the guide 
and taken the quiz. You must do this to be invited to our private texting channels and get a 
link to our texting platform. 
 
 

Now let’s get out there and connect with voters!  

📱 📨 🗳 🗽 
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Remember that quiz we mentioned earlier? It’s time to take it:
https://indivisible.org/indivisitext-team-quiz
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When you complete the quiz, please go back to our Slack, go into the welcome channel (where
you got the welcome message directing you to this guide), and tell us that you’ve read the guide
and taken the quiz. You must do this to be invited to our private texting channels and get a
link to our texting platform.



Indivisible Training



Indivisible TrainingIndivisible Training

Agenda

I. Housekeeping
 

II. Goal - Why are we all here? 

III. IndivisiText Strategy 

IV. Texting Tools 
A. Slack
B. TextOut 

V. Next Steps and Questions



Indivisible Training

● We’re doing this outreach through texting because it is an effective way to have quality 
conversations with voters, especially those who aren’t accessible through other means.
 

● You can plug into our remote volunteering program from anywhere -- it’s safe way to 
both volunteer and reach voters during physical distancing  

● It works! The Marie Newman story: 

○ Dozens of volunteers, started texting in 2019 

○ Sent more than 100,000 texts to voters 

○ Marie won her primary in March! 



Indivisible Training

Accountability/Recruitment 

Common Texting Campaign Types 

Listening Persuasion GOTV
● Goals: hold elected 

officials accountable, 
identify and recruit 
volunteers 

● Ex: “Are you ready to 
elect a new senator?”

● Connects supportive 
voters with local 
Indivisible groups to 
volunteer & help with 
electoral work

● Goals: introduce 
candidates, learn about 
constituents 

● Ex: “What issues matter 
to you?”

● Provides voters with info 
on candidate stances via 
pre-loaded responses on 
a variety of issues 
researched by Indivisible’s 
national political team

● Goals: persuade 
voters to support 
a candidate

● Ex: “Will you join 
me in 
supporting 
Ayanna?” 

● Asks supportive 
voters to spread 
the word about 
the candidate 

● Goals: get out the 
vote! 

● Ex: “Can we count 
on you to be a 
voter?” 

● Provides info to 
voters, asks 
supportive folks to 
remind friends and 
family to vote 



Indivisible Training

New. We’ve replaced Hustle with TextOut, which is used by 
organizations like Open Progress and Vote.org.

Powerful. TextOut is designed to be user friendly. It lets us upload rich, 
searchable scripts for your conversations and automatically gather the 
data points campaigns need.

Private. TextOut does not use your personal phone number, and voters 
do not see your last name. 

Easy to use. All you need is your computer or a tablet with an external 
keyboard. We do not recommend using your phone. 



Indivisible Training

All communications about textbanking (including moderator 
support and campaign announcements) are done in Slack. 
Once you’re in the Slack, you’ll get a link to create your own 
TextOut account. 

New to Slack? Not a problem! They offer quick, easy, tutorial 
videos and recorded online trainings. 
- Slack 101
- Slack Webinars

https://slack.com/resources/slack-101
https://slack.com/events/webinars


Indivisible Training

User Requirements

By participating in our program, you agree to:
● Follow the Opt-Out Guide and ensure those who request to be 

opted out are promptly marked and removed accordingly.
● Use the provided campaign scripts, and follow the guidance and 

feedback from moderators.
● Avoid any activity or messaging that can be considered fraud, 

harassment, or abuse.
● Respect the privacy of users, and refrain from sharing of personal 

or sensitive information, including screenshots and recordings. 

If a volunteer is found in violation of these guidelines, they risk 
being removed from the program entirely. 
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By participating in our program, you agree to:
● Follow the Opt-Out Guide and ensure those who request to be
opted out are promptly marked and removed accordingly.
● Use the provided campaign scripts, and follow the guidance and
feedback from moderators.
● Avoid any activity or messaging that can be considered fraud,
harassment, or abuse.
● Respect the privacy of users, and refrain from sharing of personal
or sensitive information, including screenshots and recordings.
If a volunteer is found in violation of these guidelines, they risk
being removed from the program entirely.



Indivisible Training

Our team of moderators on Slack is 
ready to review volunteers’ texts to help 
you get better at texting and answer 
any questions you might have about 
navigating Slack, TextOut, or specific 
campaign workflows. 



Indivisible Training

Once you join the IndivisText Slack, a series of messages 
from “Greetbot” and from our moderators will help guide 
you through the onboarding process.

You’ll need to review an onboarding resource and 
complete a quiz before you will be able to join our TextOut 
Workspace.



Indivisible Training

Looking for a volunteer moderator? Check for a badge by their
name → 

In order to help the moderators keep track of requests and questions, 
please make sure your Slack display name is your full name (first and 
last name), or swap in a nickname, to match your TextOut name.

When you reply to a moderator, please thread your comment for ease of 
reading. More on that here.

Lastly, set up your notifications in Slack so you don’t miss any updates!

https://slack.com/help/articles/115000769927-Use-threads-to-organize-discussions-
https://slack.com/help/articles/201355156-Guide-to-desktop-notifications


Indivisible Training

Once you’ve created your TextOut account, the application 
will give you a guided demo. 

Please take your time (about 10 minutes). Don’t rush 
through it, and don’t skip any of it.

When you’re finished, please return to Slack and open the 
texting channel. 
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Finding the Indivisible Workspace
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Finding the right Program & Moderator Feedback
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Requesting your first texts
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Requesting your first texts

Step 1
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Requesting your first texts

Step 2



Indivisible Training

Workflows

● Workflows are overviews of the targeted flow of the conversation for any given campaign. 

● Workflows help texters choose the correct recommended replies and keep track of their 
conversations

● Remember, you can always ask moderators for help or clarification if you aren’t sure which response 
to move to next.   
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What’s a workflow? 
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Recommended Replies (RRs)



Sorting, Finding, & Combining Replies 

use this 
box to 
search for 
specific 
issues or 
reply 
types 

use this button to make sure you’re 
searching among all replies and not 
just among a specific reply type  Use these buttons to quickly 

navigate between reply types 
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Opting Out

● It is critical to follow 
proper opt-out protocols! 
Follow the opt out guide & 
remember to ask if you’re 
unsure if something is an 
opt out. 

● Note there are many opt 
out response options and 
combinations to fit the 
specific conversation 
you’re having. 

http://bit.ly/IndivisiOptOut
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Opting Out
It is critical to follow
proper opt-out protocols!
Follow the opt out guide &
remember to ask if you’re
unsure if something is an
opt out.
Note there are many opt
out response options and
combinations to ﬁt the
speciﬁc conversation
you’re having.
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Collecting Voter Data 



Indivisible Training

Whenever you join a new texting campaign, take a few minutes 
before sending your initial outbound texts to review all the 
Recommended Replies (RRs) for that campaign before you need 
them. 

You must send all of your initial outbounds before you can get 
another batch. Please wait a few minutes between batches to catch 
and reply to the first wave of responses. If someone doesn’t respond 
to your message, please don’t send additional RRs. 

Reminder: We only text between 9am and 9pm in the time zone 
we’re texting into. While you’ll be able to read voter responses 
during “quiet hours,” you won’t be able to reply to them.



You’ve reached the moment you’ve been waiting for: sending texts! 

If it’s your very first time texting with us, wait until we have opened 
a texting program and we are "live", go into the texting channel in 
Slack and ask for permission to request your first batch of outbound 
texts. That lets us know you’re new so we can bump you to the head of the 
line. After a moderator tells you to go ahead, go back to your inbox in TextOut 
and hit the big green “Request Texts” button to place your request. There’s a 
real human being behind the scenes reviewing requests, and we’ll fill yours as 
fast as we can. Once you see your texts appear in your TextOut inbox, you’re 
free to start sending them.

11

You’re set up in TextOut! What’s next?



What’s next?
1. Join our IndivisiText Team Slack, if you haven’t already, and look for a message to you there

2. Review the texting guide and take a fun quiz to get you thinking about different situations you might 
encounter as you text

3. Come back to the #welcome channel in Slack to confirm that you’ve read the guide and taken the quiz

4. Wait for a moderator to invite you into our private texting channels in Slack

5. Look for a message to you in each private texting channel with a link to join TextOut

6. Take a guided tour of TextOut

7. Come back to the active texting channel and ask for permission to request your first batch of texts!

27

http://bit.ly/JoinIndivisiSlack
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1. Join our IndivisiText Team Slack, if you haven’t already, and look for a message to you there
2. Review the texting guide and take a fun quiz to get you thinking about different situations you might
encounter as you text
3. Come back to the #welcome channel in Slack to confirm that you’ve read the guide and taken the quiz
4. Wait for a moderator to invite you into our private texting channels in Slack
5. Look for a message to you in each private texting channel with a link to join TextOut
6. Take a guided tour of TextOut
7. Come back to the active texting channel and ask for permission to request your first batch of texts!



Indivisible Training

You’re ready to start texting! Here are the next steps to get you on board:

First - look for an email from Indivisible Team with the follow-up 
resources, including a copy of this training deck, and a link to join the 
IndivisiText Slack.

Next - Join the Slack, and start the onboarding process. Complete the 
quiz, and we’ll send you your first batch of texts!

Finally - Invite a friend to join us by attending an upcoming training 
webinar like this one! We’re holding more sessions in the coming weeks.



Indivisible Training

Thank you!
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LISTENING SCRIPT WORKFLOW

Q1: Yes / Support

MINNESOTA STATEWIDE ACCOUNTABILITY WORKFLOW

Hi {{ContactFirstName}}, it's {{SenderFirstName}} with Indivisible Action. Trump and GOP allies 
have their sights set on MN, and it's important we elect progressives up and down the ballot. 

Do you agree that we need to keep Minnesota blue?

Q1: Undecided

Click OPT OUT 
BUTTON at top right 

of TextOut screen

SEND correct Opt 
Out Recommended 

Reply
Lots to choose from!

OPT OUT!

Click WRONG 
NUMBER box at top 

right of TextOut 
screen

SEND correct Wrong 
Number 

Recommended Reply
Lots to choose from!

WRONG NUMBER!

Or choose 
options 

for Both!

Wrong Number + 
Opposed

Sorry for the 
mistake, but thanks 
for letting us know 
your views. Have a 

good day.

Got it. May I just 
confirm: have I 

reached 
{{ContactFirstName}}?

Q1- Opposed / No / 
Republicans are 
great CONFIRM 

IDENTITY

Q3: Shares Email

Fantastic! Your local 
group will be in touch 

soon. And if you're ready 
to get started today, 
check our website to 

reach out now: 
https://indivisible.org/mi

nnesota-groups Email addresses MUST be 
copied and pasted in the 
data field box in TextOut. 

Emails are NOT saved 
automatically.

Q2: Yes > Email 
Ask 

Will you share your email 
address so your local 
Indivisible group can 

contact you with 
opportunities to help elect 
officials who keep working 

for us, not special 
interests?

© 2020 TextOut. All Rights Reserved.

Great! I agree, it's 
important that we 

defend all of the great 
work that we've been 

doing. Will you commit 
to doing your part to 
keep progressives in 
office in Minnesota?

Got it. If you decide 
you want to hold our 

majority, please check 
out our website here: 
https://indivisible.org/

minnesota-groups

That's ok! Learn more 
about what we're 
working on here: 

https://indivisible.org/mi
nnesota-groups

No Email

That's ok! Learn more 
about what we're 
working on here: 

https://indivisible.org/mi
nnesota-groups

No Commitment

Q2c Opposed RIGHT 
NUMBER

Thanks! Have a nice 
day!

Yes, it’s the right 
person or they won’t 
confirm either way

No, It’s the 
wrong person



Candidate Support = Yes

Plans to 
vote 
early 

🗳MA Primaries GOTV / Early Vote Workflow 2020 🗳

Supports 
candidate 

Already Voted Undecided 

Undecided / More 
Info; “What’s on 
your mind as you 

think about who to 
vote for?”

Candidate 
Support = No, 
Supports Dem 

Opponent

Hi {{ContactFirstName}}, I'm {{SenderFirstName}} with Indivisible supporting {{Candidate for race}}. Tuesday 9/1 is Election Day, and early 
voting is happening through 8/28!  We're urging folks to take the proper precautions to return your ballot or get to the polls. Does 

{{candidate}} have your support in the race?

Tripler = No, 
Support 
Signoff 

OPT OUT!WRONG NUMBER!

Or choose options 
for Both!

       Opposed GOP 

Signoff 
Opposed 

Opposed > Confirm ID

Vote Tripler ask (reminding 
friends to vote; tripler ask is 

included in each of the 
support reply options)

Opposed Dem 
Signoff

Tripler = Yes, 
Support 
Signoff

Reached the 
correct voter

Unknown 
support or 
Opposed 

Dem Already 
Voted 

Signoff

Select relevant replies 
among candidate issue 
replies; move to support 
workflow if their mind 

changes, move to 
opposed Dem signoff if 

not

Plans to 
return 
mail-in 
ballot 

Plans to 
vote on 

election day 

NOTE: WHAT IS VOTE TRIPLING?
“Vote tripling” is the process by which we ask 
supportive voters to remind people in their 

own networks to vote for a particular 
candidate. 

Research shows that reminders to vote for a 
certain candidate are MUCH more effective 
when they come from a friend. This program 
asks voters to remind friend and family about 

voting. 

No plan 
to vote 



LISTENING SCRIPT WORKFLOW
🤔🗳GOTV GENERAL TRIPLER ASK WORKFLOW 🤔🗳

3 Friends 
= No

Hi {{ContactFirstName}}, I’m {{SenderFirstName}}, a volunteer with <candidate-intro>. <tomorrow> is Election Day! 
Join thousands of <state-person-identifier> right here in <district> to get out and vote. (Polling place may or may not be included) 

Can we count on you to be a voter for <candidate-first-name> / Can we count on you to be a voter?

Click OPT OUT BUTTON at top 
right of TextOut screen

SEND correct Opt Out 
Recommended Reply
Lots to choose from!

OPT OUT!

Click WRONG NUMBER box at top 
right of TextOut screen

SEND correct Wrong Number 
Recommended Reply
Lots to choose from!

WRONG NUMBER!
Or choose 
options for 
Both!

3 Friends 
= Yes

Yes Undecided

Undecided 
(May contain closer video)

No

3 Friends 
= Maybe

Has a plan + 
Support

No Plan + 
Support

Opposed > Signoff OR
Opposed > Open Mind Ask

Open Mind = 
YES

Open Mind = 
NO / MAGA

Opposed > Confirm ID

Already Voted

Issue response 
“Do they sound like a candidate you 

can support?

Tripler Ask

Already 
Voted + 
Support

Already 
Voted + 

Unknown 
Support

We’re not collecting names, 
we’re asking them to ask 

their friends ‘right now’ to 
vote.

© 2020 TextOut. All Rights Reserved.



LISTENING SCRIPT WORKFLOW

Yes / Support; vote by mail 
ballot question

Support + Yes 
Already 

Requested 
Absentee 

Ballot

🗳UPDATED PERSUASION BALLOT REQUEST + TRIPLER ASK ASK WORKFLOW (Primaries) 🗳

Support Ask; Do 
you know who 

you’re supporting 
in the Senate race 

No / no 
explanation Undecided 

Undecided / More 
Info; “What issues 
matter to you?”

Opposed Dem / 
Supports Dem 

opponent

© 2020 TextOut. All Rights Reserved.

Hi {{ContactFirstName}}, I'm {{SenderFirstName}} with Indivisible Action supporting {{Candidate}}. {{Statement about why candidate is 
great}}. Will you join me in supporting them on {{election date}}?

No or Maybe

Click OPT OUT BUTTON at 
top right of TextOut screen

SEND correct Opt Out 
Recommended Reply
Lots to choose from!

OPT OUT!

Click WRONG NUMBER box at 
top right of TextOut screen

SEND correct Wrong Number 
Recommended Reply
Lots to choose from!

WRONG NUMBER!

Or choose options 
for Both!

       Opposed GOP 

Signoff Opposed 

Opposed > Confirm ID

Vote Tripler ask (“Can we 
count on you to remind 3 

friends to vote”)

Opposed Dem > Open Mind 
Ask

What are your friends 
names? (Tripler = Yes)

Yes

Yes; Choose 
appropriate 

workflow based on 
who (Dem 

opponent or GOP) 

Reached the 
correct voter

No 
(Undecided)

Open Mind = 
YES; “What 
issues matter 
to you?” 

Select Issue 
Replies Open Mind 

= NO, 
Opposed 
Dem 
Signoff

Support + 
plans to vote 

early in person 
or on Election 

Day

Support + 
Wants to 
request 
ballot 

Choose 
appropriate 

support signoff 
replyTripler shares 

names support 
signoff

NOTE: WHAT IS VOTE TRIPLING?
“Vote tripling” is the process by which we ask 

supportive voters to remind contacts in their own 
networks to vote for a particular candidate. 

Research shows that reminders to vote for a certain 
candidate are MUCH more effective when they 
come from a friend. This program asks voters to 
share first names of 3 friends or family with us so 
we can reach back out closer to the election and 

urge them to remind those friends by name. 



LISTENING SCRIPT WORKFLOW

Apply to vote by mail = 
yes

Do you have access to a 
printer to print your 

application?

🗳ABSENTEE VOTER EDUCATION WITH NO ASK WORKFLOW 🗳

Provides Ballot 
Deadline 
Reminder

Yes, Already Requested 
Absentee Ballot

Undecided / 
More Info

Provides Link + 
Instructions to 

sign up.

Plans to vote in person 

© 2020 TextOut. All Rights Reserved.

Hi {{ContactFirstName}}, I'm {{SenderFirstName}}, a volunteer with Indivisible Action. The Secretary of State in Alabama recently expanded 
absentee voting for the November election, allowing any qualified voter to apply to vote absentee. Will you apply to vote by mail this year?

No / no 
explanation 

Provides Link + 
Instructions to 
sign up, just in 

case

Click OPT OUT BUTTON at 
top right of TextOut screen

SEND correct Opt Out 
Recommended Reply
Lots to choose from!

OPT OUT!

Click WRONG NUMBER box at 
top right of TextOut screen

SEND correct Wrong Number 
Recommended Reply
Lots to choose from!

WRONG NUMBER!
Or choose 
options for 
Both!

Opposed (Republican, 
‘Voting by Mail is how 
Dems steal elections’, 

etc)

Opposed > 
 Signoff

Strongly opposed to 
voting by mail/MAGA 

reply > Confirm ID

has access 
to printer 
response

Do you have any other 
questions about voting by 

mail? 

Choose Appropriate 
Reply. Provides 

information for voting in 
person

No

Sign-off

NOTE: 
‘Can I Vote in Person After 
Requesting a Mail-In Ballot’ RR: If 
someone specifically asks this.

‘Returning Ballot/USPS security 
Concerns ’ RR: Mail in Voting 
concerns that aren’t conspiracy 
theories ie “I’m worried that my 
ballot will not be counted if I vote 
by mail”

does not 
have access 
to printer 
response

Yes

Answer 
questions until 
voter does not 
have any more 

Do you have any 
other questions 
about voting by 

mail? 

Yes No

Choose Signoff 
reply (VBM yes 

or VBM 
no/maybe)

Right person
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